This paper introduces a cognitive framework for perfect auxiliary selection (HAVE versus BE) in Germanic based on transitive (HAVE) and mutative (BE) prototypes as affected by lexical aspect and transitivity parameters (Hopper and Thompson 1980) . The phenomenon of "HAVE-switch" is exemplified in the history of several Germanic languages. Here numerous modal and aspectual factors shift the perfect auxiliary with mutatives from the customary BE to HAVE. This shift is then explained in terms of the proposed model. The contexts in question are all seen to reduce the mutativity of a clause (the effective attainment of the resultant state in the patient subject) and hence the motivation for using BE. Several direct parallels between H A V E -switch in Germanic and aspectual usage in Russian are discussed and their motivation in terms of this approach shown.
1. Introduction. As is well known, certain languages of Europe distinguish between two different perfect auxiliaries, HAVE as opposed to BE. Of the contemporary Germanic languages, all except for English, Swedish, and Afrikaans evince dual perfect auxiliaries, while among the modern Romance languages only French and Italian employ both HAVE and BE. Typical usage of these auxiliaries is illustrated below for German (1a, 2a) and Dutch (1b, 2b) . 1 (1) a. Der Arzt hat den Patienten in kurzer Zeit/*stundenlang ermordet/geheilt. b. De aarts heeft de patiënt binnen korte tijd/*urenlang vermoord/ genezen. 'The doctor killed/cured the patient in a short time/*for hours.' (2) a. Der Patient ist in kurzer Zeit/*stundenlang gestorben/geheilt.
b. De patiënt is binnen korte tijd/*urenlang gestorven/genezen. 'The patient died/recovered in a short time/*for hours.'
Now the distribution of these two perfect auxiliaries is not random, but rather systematic, depending mainly, though not exclusively, on lexical properties of the verb in question. By and large only one of these auxiliaries is possible with a given verb. The question of the principle(s) regulating the choice of perfect auxiliary is of course an old and oftendebated one, which has, however, recently resurfaced in the linguistic literature. The traditional answer to the question has been that the choice is basically governed by the following syntactico-semantic principle: Intransitive verbs expressing a change of place or state take BE, all others take H A V E. However, recent analyses within formal syntactic frameworks have challenged this traditional analysis and defended autonomous syntactic accounts instead. As part of the so-called "Unaccusative Hypothesis," it has been claimed inter alia that in languages which distinguish HAVE and BE as perfect auxiliaries, such as German (Haider 1985) , Dutch (Hoekstra 1984) , and Italian (Burzio 1986) , perfect auxiliary choice is determined by the syntactic property of unaccusativity. Unaccusative verbs, which have an underlying direct object but no subject, take BE; others, including "unergative" intransitives which have an underlying subject and no direct object, take HAVE. Elsewhere (Shannon 1989a (Shannon , 1990 (Shannon , 1993a cf. also Fagan 1986 cf. also Fagan , 1992 Zaenen 1987 ; Van Valin 1988 ) I have argued that accounts of perfect auxiliary selection in terms of unaccusativity are incorrect and demonstrated that an alternative semantically-based cognitive approach (cf. Langacker 1987 Langacker , 1991 Lakoff 1987 ) is better able to describe and explain the diachronic development of the perfect auxiliaries in Germanic and Romance, as well as the variation in auxiliary choice to be observed across languages. Moreover, I have shown (Shannon 1989a) how perfect auxiliary choice in Modern Dutch and German is a function of transitivity, and that both conceptual imagery and conceptual construal are crucial in understanding the motivation for individ ual choices. My approach thus takes the semantics of the clause as central to this problem. In so doing I am basically returning to the more traditional view; however, my work is also taking the traditional view in new directions suggested by recent research in cognitive grammar and the theory of transitivity. In this paper I present my cognitive approach to perfect auxiliary phenomena briefly and then extend it to further interesting variation data relating to the conditioned switch from BE to HAVE with mutatives in the history of Germanic, which have to my knowledge gone completely unnoticed in recent work.
2 I then show how they can be accounted for within the approach adopted here. In the account I propose, which is strongly influenced by the theory of cognitive grammar as proposed in recent years by such scholars as Lakoff (1987) and Langacker (1987 Langacker ( , 1991 , perfect auxiliary selection is viewed as semantically motivated in terms of prototype theory (cf. Lakoff 1987 and further references given there) as a function of transitivity. Starting from the notion of prototypes, I posit two basic types of perfect auxiliary clauses. In languages that distinguish between HAVE and BE as perfect auxiliaries, prototypical transitive events are encoded in the perfect with HAVE, whereas BE is found with what I call prototypical mutative events (cf. footnote 2 on this term). These transitive (based on Rice 1987a, b) and mutative prototypes are given in (3) and (4).
(3) Prototypical transitive events:
• transpire in physical space;
• involve two entities that are differentiated from each other, from their setting, and from the observer; • involve two entities that participate in an interaction and are asymmetrically related; • describe interactions in which the first participant moves toward and makes contact with the second participant; • describe interactions in which the second participant is affected and reacts externally by changing state or moving. (4) Prototypical mutative events:
• involve only a single entity, differentiated from the setting and from the observer; • describe an event in which the single participant is affected and changes externally by changing state or moving.
In addition, I claim that perfect auxiliary selection is related to transitivity. Here I adopt Hopper and Thompson's (1980) concept of transitivity, which they define as a complex, semantically (and ultimately pragmatically) determined notion consisting of the ten parameters listed in (5). 4 Among the major points of this view is the claim that the syntax and semantics of a language are not autonomous but interact crucially. More specifically for our present purposes, transitivity is not subsentential but rather a global property of clauses. In keeping with the already posited transitive and mutative prototypes, I also include what I see as the corresponding parameters for the category to which I refer here as "high mutativity." It is hypothesized that the choice of perfect auxiliary is based on the prototypes given above, which are clearly related to these transitivity parameters. Prototypical HAVE-auxiliary clauses have the properties listed above for high transitivity in (5). In particular, they are two participant perfective actional clauses in which the subject is highly potent, the (individuated and separate) object totally affected. However, while high transitivity corresponds nicely to the transitive prototype, low transitivity does not correspond directly to mutativity; in fact, low transitivity clauses do not correspond closely to either of the two posited prototypes. That is why I have in addition offered the parameters of high mutativity. Prototypical mutative clauses involve single-participant, perfective predicates denoting a change that the subject (nonvolitionally) undergoes and that is not (conceived of as) brought about by another agentlike entity. This is of course the reason for the traditional claim that BE-auxiliary verbs express a change of state or place.
In certain ways the two prototypes transitive versus mutative are similar, and yet in others they are very different. Hopper and Thompson (1980:279) define transitivity as "the effective carrying over of an activity from an A to a patient." Mutatis mutandis, the same can be said for mutativity, which relates to the effective change in the patient subject, that is, the attainment of a state resulting from the process in question. Thus the prototypes agree in that they are concerned with the effectuation of a change, but they differ in how this change is brought about and to whom it occurs. With the transitive prototype the agent brings about the change in the patient object, whereas in the mutative prototype the patient subject undergoes the change by itself, without outside intervention. 5 In terms of the transitivity parameters, the prototypes differ in terms of number of participants (two vs. one), volitionality (volitional vs. nonvolitional), potency of A (potent vs. nonpotent), and affectedness (O affected vs. A/O affected). These dimensions of disagreement deal with transitivity in the narrower, more traditional sense. The semantic role of the subject is one of the major differences between the transitive and mutative prototypes. Put in terms of Role and Reference Grammar (Foley and Van Valin 1984, Van Valin 1993) , the two prototypical subject types are polar opposites on the Actor/Undergoer Hierarchy: the transitive prototype takes an actor subject (agent), while the mutative prototype has an undergoer subject (theme or patient). 6 The areas of agreement between the prototypes, on the other hand, relate to aspectual and modal dimensions. Both prototypes agree in kinesis (action as opposed to state), aspect (telic as opposed to atelic), affirmation (affirmative as opposed to negative), and mode (realis as opposed to irrealis). In contrast to the factors not shared in common, these parameters of agreement deal largely with the effectiveness of the change, the attainment of the resultant state in the patient.
Thus, another important factor determining perfect auxiliary choice is lexical aspect or Aktionsart. The lack of correlation between low transitivity and BE-auxiliary mutative clauses is due to the fact that, as seen by Hopper and Thompson, the opposite of a high transitivity situation is a state, not a mutative event. But both of our prototypes relate to what Comrie (1976) calls "dynamic situations," and states fall outside this dichotomy. Here it is useful to adopt Dowty's (1979) classification of aspectual types (cf. also Foley and Van Valin 1984) . Based on a number of tests, Dowty distinguishes the following four aspectual classes: states (believe, know, have, desire, love), activities (run, walk, swim, drive a car) , accomplishments (paint a picture, make a chair, run a mile/to the park), and achievements (find, lose, reach, die) . Of the numerous tests that Dowty utilizes to distinguish these classes, perhaps the most helpful and striking concerns the appropriate adverbials of time. Perfectives (= accomplishments and achievements) may be found with an adverb expressing the time it took to accomplish them (e.g., in an hour), whereas imperfectives (states and activities) are not. Moreover, activities may occur with an adverb expressing their duration (for an hour). Because the prototypes do not include all these aspectual types (but only cover the perfectives; cf. 1 and 2 above and the appropriate adverbials given there), each language must determine which prototype to extend to the nonprototypical aspectual classes e.g., states and activities, and to what extent it will allow perfect auxiliary selection to be influenced by varying aspectual usages of a given verb. This is one major source of crosslinguistic variation; another is the fact that there is often quite a bit of latitude in construing the aspectual qualities of a verb (cf. Shannon 1989a Shannon , 1990 . 7 In German and Dutch BE is largely restricted to prototypical (perfective) mutatives. In Foley and Van Valin's system of semantic representation, these are intransitive accomplishments and achievements, which contain a change of state (= BECOME state' (x)) predicated of their subject. 8 Consequently, HAVE fills in as the default auxiliary to cover inherent imperfectives, i.e., states and activities; thus, actor-subject activities ("unergatives") take HAVE in these languages (6), as do most states (7). Van Valin 1987 , on the other hand, while agreeing in using HAVE for activities, has extended BE to cover statals, so that BE is used with all verbs that contain a statal predicate (=state' (x)) in the semantic representation system of Role and Reference Grammar). Furthermore, individual languages may vary in what parameters they sanction as affecting auxiliary choice. For instance, both Dutch and Italian are apparently much more sensitive than German to the boundedness or telicity of intransitive motional activity verbs (which are either atelic activities or telic accomplishments). In Dutch and Italian the activity reading (typically without a goal adverbial) takes HAVE (8b, c), the accomplishment reading (typically with a goal adverbial) BE (9b, c). By contrast, German (8a, 9a) does not normally make a distinction here and shows a strong tendency to use BE in all such cases. b. Luise heeft een uur lang/*in een uur in het park gelopen. c. Luisa ha corso nel parco per/*in un' ora. 'Luisa ran in the park for/*in an hour.' (9) a. Luise ist *eine Stunde lang/in einer Stunde nach Hause gelaufen. 9 Of course, this is not to say that German does not also at times make such aspectual distinctions with a given verb, just much less frequently and consistently. Such a distinction is certainly made with a verb like tanzen (Sie haben/*sind stundenlang getantzt vs. Sie sind/*haben in wenigen Sekunden in den Saal getanzt) and even to a certain extent with other motional activity verbs like schwimmen, reiten, segeln, etc., although the latter are subject to considerable individual and perhaps regional variation.
b. Luise is *een uur lang/in een uur naar huis gelopen. c. Luisa é corsa a casa *per/in un' ora. [* on intended reading only] 'Luisa ran home in/for an hour.'
This switch to HAVE in Dutch and Italian is clearly related to the transitivity parameters, specifically aspect (telicity). As Hopper and Thompson (1980:252) point out, "an action viewed from its endpoint, i.e., a telic action, is more effectively transferred to a patient than one not provided with such an endpoint." Although this remark is intended for prototypical transitive clauses, it also holds for mutatives. Elsewhere (1989a Elsewhere ( , 1990 Elsewhere ( , 1993a I have demonstrated that all of Hopper and Thompson's transitivity parameters at one time or another effect choice of perfect auxiliary in various languages. In broad outlines, of course, the prototypes are followed, as was just pointed out. However, when there is variation, it can be accounted for it terms of these parameters. Though we cannot normally predict when a language will be sensitive to a given parameter, when it is, we can predict what effect it will have, that is, which auxiliary it will condition.
10 When one of the factors on which the two prototypes are opposed is relevant (e.g., actor vs. undergoer subject), it switches the perfect auxiliary to the corresponding prototype (HAVE or BE, respectively).
11 On the other hand, when one of the parameters held in common-i.e., those relating to broader aspectual and modal dimensions-is involved, the influence is apparently always unidirectional: the effect is only found with mutatives and the switch is from BE to HAVE. As far as I am aware, this effect has not at all been noticed in the recent literature on perfect auxiliary selection, let alone been incorporated into competing analyses of this area. In the rest of this paper I would like to discuss a number of such cases and show how the facts follow from our account of perfect auxiliary selection. After that, parallels to aspect in Slavic, specifically Russian, will be pointed out and discussed briefly.
3.0. The Irrealis Effect: The Switch from B E to H A V E with Mutatives. One of the most remarkable, and to my knowledge as yet little noticed factors influencing perfect auxiliary selection is mode (or mood), in particular irrealis vs. realis. It is quite clear from the data cited by Kern (1912) for Middle Dutch and by Magnusson (1939) for Middle Low German that there has been a kind of "irrealis effect" with the perfect auxiliary in (West) Germanic. Clearly mutative verbs, which otherwise are regularly conjugated with BE in the perfect, are found astonishingly often with HAVE in the irrealis. 12 In the following sections I will first set out the data from these languages and then offer a motivation for this phenomenon based on the approach to perfect auxiliary selection just outlined.
The Irrealis Effect in Middle Dutch.
To my knowledge, the first to point out the effects of irrealis on perfect auxiliary selection with mutative verbs in Germanic was Kern (1912: ch. 4 ). The most systematic cases that he observes come from Middle Dutch. Here he notes a strong, though by no means absolute tendency for mutative verbs, which of course are otherwise normally conjugated with BE in the perfect, to take HAVE in irrealis contexts. 13 Consider the following examples taken from Kern's long list (1912:267-76 ; his page numbers are given in brackets). 14 12 Once again, the term "mutative" used here is not of my own invention but borrowed from older studies such as Kern (1912) . 13 Kern also cites (278-88) further examples of this phenomenon from later stages of Dutch; cf. Shannon 1993a for discussion of Modern Dutch, especially the interesting cases of perfect auxiliary switch with modals. (10) Particularly illustrative are examples like (10g, j) with near minimal pairs that nicely demonstrate the effect of the irrealis context on the selection of the perfect auxiliary. In both these cases the verb (geschien 'to happen,' vallen 'to fall') is conjugated in the realis affirmative main clause with BE, while in the irrealis subordinate clause-which is also negated!-the auxiliary switches to HAVE. Of course examples such as (10d, h), in which a mutative verb is used with the usual perfect auxiliary BE in a (negated) irrealis context (in 10d "soe en waer u desen toren niet ghesciet," in 10h "en ware hy noch niet geboren"), clearly show that the use of HAVE was not completely obligatory in such contexts. Kern argues convincingly that it is the irrealis context itself, and not some other factor, that is responsible for the shift in perfect auxiliary from BE to HAVE here. He points out (1912:272) that of the 247 examples of HAVE as perfect auxiliary found with verbs which otherwise normally take BE (i.e., our mutatives), only sixteen of them are from nonirrealis contexts. One text is cited in which (ghe-)bleven 'stayed' appears forty-seven times with B E and three with HAVE, the latter always in irrealis. Moreover, in two other texts, HAVE occurs only once where we would expect BE-except for irrealis contexts, where there are scores of examples. Finally, it should be noted (1912:264) that the shift is always from BE to HAVE in irrealis, never vice versa: "In the entire known history of the Dutch language not a single non-mutative verb appears in the irrealis with zijn, unless it (as [Middle Dutch] wesen ['to be'] and Modern Dutch gaan ['to go']) is also combined with that auxiliary in other cases."
The Irrealis Effect in Middle Low
German. The same influence of irrealis contexts on perfect auxiliary selection which was just noted for Middle Dutch can also be found in Middle Low German. Besides the above well-documented cases from Middle Dutch, Kern also noted en passant a tendency to use HAVE with mutatives in irrealis contexts in Middle Low German (1912:282-84) . 15 This observation was later confirmed by Magnusson (1939:22-32, esp. p. 23 ) in a study of Middle Low German syntax. While BE is the normal perfect auxiliary with mutatives, HAVE is often, though not exclusively, found in irrealis clauses. Furthermore, Magnusson claims that this effect is only found in irrealis contexts. Consider the following examples of this phenomenon from Magnusson:
(11)a. dar hedde niemand not gehad, hedden se uppe dem huse bleven.
[24] 'There no one would have had distress, had they remained at the house.' b. he . . . wolde ghegan hebben to hilghen steden. [26] 'He . . . wanted to have gone to holy places.' c. dat ik gerne tho LÚbeke hedde ghekomen. [26] 'That I would like to have come to Lübeck.' d. ik hadde wol jegen ze alle rÁnt. [27] 'I would have run against them all.' e. ek hedde sulven gerne to j¨ ghereden. [27] 'I would have liked to have ridden to you myself.' f. doch hedde he gestorven, er he hedde geweken. [28] 'Yet he would have died, before he had turned away.'
A Cognitive Account of the Irrealis Effect.
The above-cited data demonstrate that mode (irrealis vs. realis) often conditioned a switch to HAVE as the perfect auxiliary in Middle Dutch and Middle Low German. Note, for example, that it is not a change of the aspectual class of the verb in Dowty's sense that is responsible for this switch. In these cases the verbs are clearly used mutatively; in fact they are largely telic perfectives (viz. accomplishments and achievements in the Dowty/ Vendler system) and not simply imperfectives (activities or states), as can be seen in the inherently telic semantics of many of the verbs ( come, break, starve to death, etc.) as well as in adverbials denoting a goal used with motion verbs. 16 The obvious question of course is: Why should this effect be found? Given the hypothesis that transitivity affects perfect auxiliary choice, we should not be surprised that mode plays a role here, for it is one of Hopper and Thompson's parameters of transitivity. But why this particular relation? What would motivate the selection of HAVE rather than BE in irrealis contexts and not the opposite (i.e., BE in irrealis, HAVE in realis), or a reverse switch with transitives from HAVE to BE in irrealis? And why should such an effect be found in the perfect in the first place? What is it about the perfect that makes the effect of irrealis likely here?
To understand this, we must consider first the nature of the perfect. As Comrie (1976:52) characterizes the perfect, it "tells us nothing about [the internal temporal constitution of] the situation itself, but rather relates some state to a preceding situation. . . . More generally, the perfect indicates the continuing present relevance of a past situation." Furthermore, probably the most typical meaning of the perfect is what he calls the "perfect of result" (56): "In the perfect of result, a present state is referred to as being the result of some past situation: this is one of the clearest manifestations of the present relevance of a past situation." As opposed to the simple past, for instance, the perfect focuses on the resultant state and not, for example, on the ongoing process that leads to it, if there is one.
So why should there be the observed switch to HAVE with irrealis in the perfect? Because in a sense the irrealis (and often negated) context lessens the mutativity of the clause: the change which the clause predicates of the subject is specifically claimed not to have taken place. This is in line with Hopper and Thompson's (1980:277) claim that irrealis reduces transitivity: "An action which either did not occur, or which is presented as occurring in a non-real (contingent) world, is obviously less effective than one whose occurrence is actually asserted as corresponding directly with a real event." This remark applies equally to the mutative prototype as well. If mutativity refers to the effective attainment of the resultant state, then by asserting that the change did not take place, irrealis clearly reduces the mutativity of the predication. One might even want to claim that in the irrealis context the prototypical telicity of a mutative clause is reduced, not in the sense that the event is not viewed as temporally bounded by an inherent goal, but rather in the sense that the goal involved was not actually achieved. Similarly, the affectedness of the undergoer subject could also be viewed as reduced in a way, for the subject was not in fact affected. Irrealis mode could thus act here as a predicate operator that can in effect cancel the BECOME of mutative predicates.
If the mutativity of the clause is potentially seen as canceled or at least greatly attenuated by irrealis, then this could be taken as motivation for switching the perfect auxiliary to HAVE, the normal auxiliary for nonmutative intransitives. 17 Of the two auxiliaries, B E is the more restricted. By and large BE only occurs with prototypical mutatives, i.e., intransitive (undergoer subject) telic (perfective) predicates, while HAVE is found not only with prototypical transitive (actor-subject, patientobject) telic predicates (viz. achievements and accomplishments), but also with many nonprototypical perfect auxiliary predicates, especially with intransitive imperfectives (states and activities) that do not have a patient and hence produce no resultant state (do not contain BECOME in their semantic representation). With intransitives, BE as perfect auxiliary seems to carry the normal implication that a resultant state was actually attained and is still relevant (i.e., obtains), whereas HAVE, the normal auxiliary for nonmutatives, does not carry this implication, just as it does not with activities and states such as to work, sleep, dwell. 18 Hence, it seems that HAVE took on certain semantic properties of the atelic (imperfective) predicates with which it was also used and was generalized as the default perfect auxiliary when specific mutative meaning was missing or contextually attenuated. With mutatives, BE is the unmarked perfect auxiliary (which may imply achievement of the result), whereas HAVE is the more marked auxiliary that specifically denies-or at least calls into question, defocuses (cf. §4.3)-the result. In this way there was a possible incipient semantic split here, with HAVE indicating that the change was not attained, and BE indicating that it was. From the apparent optionality of the switch to HAVE, however, it appears that this nascent distinction was not polarized into a fully grammaticalized-and thus obligatory-distinction in perfect auxiliary with mutatives. It is also clear from this account that the opposite distribution with mutatives, namely BE in irrealis and HAVE in realis, would not have made any sense and is for that reason not found. 17 Kern himself views the switch to HAVE in irrealis clauses as the result of the influence of the frequent use of modal auxiliaries in this construction. While the semantic affect of modals cannot be ruled out, this cannot simply be a case of ellipsis, for not all main verbs had identical infinitive and participial forms. In fact, Magnusson (1939:23-24) argues convincingly that even if Kern's explanation were adequate for Middle Dutch, it still would not work for Middle Low German or Old Norse.
The claim that I am making here then is that HAVE was used (optionally) as perfect auxiliary with mutatives to cancel the potential implication that the resultant state was achieved. This is what motivated the auxiliary switch effect of the irrealis environment, for, as I have argued, irrealis reduces the mutativity of the clause. Of course, irrealis concomitantly also reduces the transitivity of transitive clauses as well, but there we find no similar motivation for switching the perfect auxiliary from HAVE to B E, and hence there is no irrealis effect with transitives. Because HAVE does not necessarily imply the attainment of a resultant state (cf. again states and particularly activities), there is no need to switch to a different auxiliary in irrealis. Moreover, there would also be no motivation to switch to BE with transitives in irrealis, for BE is not appropriate with nonpatient subject verbs and would at any rate have had a very different interpretation (e.g., passive).
Further Factors
Favoring HAVE-Switch with Mutatives. So far we have seen cases that persuasively argue that the irrealis context-one of Hopper and Thompson's transitivity parameters that according to my hypothesis are relevant to perfect auxiliary choice-may promote a switch to HAVE as the perfect auxiliary with mutative predicates. While this is in itself an interesting observation-which, it should be stressed, has gone totally unnoticed in the recent literature on perfect auxiliary selection-it turns out that this is just the tip of the iceberg. Upon further investigation we find that in the history of Germanic a number of other factors, also unnoticed in the recent literature on this topic springing from the Unaccusative Hypothesis, favored the use of HAVE as opposed to the normal perfect auxiliary BE with mutatives ("HAVE-switch"). In the next two sections I shall outline these factors and then in §4.3 relate them to the cognitive account proposed here.
HAVE-Switch in the History of Scandinavian.
To my knowledge, the first scholar following Kern to offer a fairly complete and welldocumented description of HAVE-switch, as well as a more complete list of the factors which triggered it, was Johannisson (1945) . In this littleknown work, he observes that in Old Norse (esp. Old West Scandinavian, but also later in Older Swedish) the regular perfect auxiliary for mutatives, BE, was frequently replaced by HAVE in certain semantic contexts. Once again, it is significant that the reverse trends are never found. No nonmutatives switch to BE in such contexts, nor do the opposite semantic contexts (e.g., affirmative instead of negative) condition a switch to HAVE with mutatives. Thus, there must be something peculiar to just these factors that made them favor HAVE with mutatives. Before discussing this question, let us first enumerate these factors and exemplify them.
Johannisson's study (1945:30-65, 103-34, etc.) lists the factors favoring the use of HAVE instead of BE with mutatives in the history of Scandinavian; the letters of the examples given under 12 (from Johannisson 1945:227-28 ) below correspond to his list. These factors are: a) the action is repeated or distributive in meaning; b) the action is negated, that is, it never took place; c) it is questioned whether the action ever took place [e.g., indirect question-TFS]; d) the action is characterized as unique by a superlative; e) the action pertains to the past, its result (i.e., the state) no longer obtains; f) the action is stressed by a temporal modifier referring to a phase earlier than the account itself; g) the action is stressed by a temporal modifier referring to the time when the action occurred; h) the action is modified by a locational modifier referring to the place of occurrence [esp. a path-TFS], not the resulting state; i) there is a modifier referring to the manner or circumstances involved in the action; j) the action is designated as hypothetical (including conditionals, sentences with otherwise, almost, optatives, hypothetical comparatives, and hypothetical concessives); k) the action is set in relation to another action; l) the action is mentioned in indirect discourse; m) the aspect is egressive [setting out, emphasizing the action itself rather than the result-TFS]; n) the aspect is imperfective.
19 Moreover, with "motional activity verbs" the use of HAVE in the pure activity sense (usually without an expressed goal [= atelic], but often with a durational adverbs) is "almost without exception" (Johannisson 1945:28) .
(12)a. óriá vetr hefi ek komit at leita ávaxtar á tré óessu ok finn ek eigi.
'For three years I have come to look for fruit on this tree and I have not found it.'
b. en óo‰ er óat satt, at eigi hafa hér komit óeir menn, er mér óykkir fóthvatari en svá.
'And yet it is true that those men have not come here who seem to me swifter of foot than this.' c. Pharao sendi óa‰ sína menn . . . at forvitnaz, hvárt nakkvat hef∂i dáit af óeirra kvikindum. 'Pharao sent his men . . . to find out whether any of that cattle had died.' d. óat sver∂ hefir bezt komit til Nóregs.
'That sword has best come to Norway.' e. óví at engi mun leggia gimstein óóveginn í oOE rk sína, óann er á∂ r hefir í soOE r fallit. 'For none shall place in his ark that jewel unwashed, that has previously fallen into the mire.' f. Mikil heilsulae‰ kning er, eigi . . . at sae‰ ra óau sár, er fyrr hoOE f∂u gróit. 'It is a great healing not . . . to wound those wounds which have previously healed.' g. episcopus var anda∂r [state!], er sendima∂r kom óangat, ok gat hann spurt, at hann haf∂i á óeirri stundu an∂az, sem B. sá oOE nd hans fara til himins. 'The bishop had died when the messenger arrived there, and he was able to learn that he died at that moment when B. saw his spirit travel to heaven.' h. Langt var óess á me ∂al, er hinn helgi Óláfr konungr var upp tekinn . . . ok kirkian var goOE r á StiklastoOE ∂um í óeim helga sta∂, er bló∂ hans haf∂i ni∂r komit, ok hann haf∂i ór ó essum heimi farit. 'It was a long time between when St. Olaf the King was taken up . . . and the church was made in Stiklastadir, at that holy place where his blood had come down, and he had left this world.' i. Vaknat hefi ek nú vi∂ hlió∂an óessa.
'I woke up at that noise.' j. en óat hygg ek, at óessi ma∂r Á. mundi enn eigi spara at sitia of líf óitt, ef hann hef∂i gengit undan, ok óví drap ek hann. 'But I think that this man A. would not be unwilling to seek your life, had he escaped, and for that reason I killed him.' k. eigi veit ek, hvat óeir hafa sí∂an vi∂ goOE rt, hvárt óeir hafa fengit konungi e∂a hafa óeir hlaupit af landi á brot me∂ 'I do not know what they did about it afterwards, whether they captured the king or fled the land with . . .' l. ok er óat soOE gn manna, at hon hefi sprungit af strí∂i.
'And people say that she died of grief.' m. Nú var óat einn dag, at ∏. haf∂i gengit upp á borg at siáz um . . . 'Now it happened one day that ∏. went up on his fortress to look around . . .' n. Vara óat nú, né í gaer -óat hefir langt li∂it sí∂an.
'That was not now, nor yesterday, it passed long ago.'
According to Johannisson, the effects of all these factors can be found in other languages as well, despite claims to the contrary by others. For instance, he cites many examples showing that most of his factors favored HAVE-switch in Dutch-as well as High German, something that apparently went largely unnoticed in both Kern (1912) Kress (1982:153) , in modern Icelandic the resultative-situational periphrasis is used when the speaker wants to indicate not only the completion of a process, but also at the same time the existence of the state (situation, position, condition) resulting from the process. Thus, hann hefur komi∂ (perf. act. of the basic conjugation [= regular perfect with HAVE-TFS]) means 'He has come (has completed his coming) and has probably left again'; hann er kominn (resultative-situational present), on the other hand, means 'He has come and is located here.' The forms of the basic conjugation only register the process, but say nothing about the existence of the resulting state. With the resultative-situational periphrasis the resulting state, the situation, is foregrounded, the preceding process backgrounded. (13a, b) ; b) a temporal adverb or adverbial phrase (14a, b); c) the sentence denotes an action, the resulting state of which no longer exists (14c, d); d) negative sentences denoting that the action has not taken place (15a, b) and questions that ask if the action has taken place (15c, d); e) sentences containing an adverb or adverbial phrase of manner (16a, b); f) sentences containing an adverb or adverbial phrase denoting the place of action (17a, b); g) egressive mode of action, emphasizing the action itself (18a, b), as opposed to the following state of presence, which favors the use of BE; h) the subjunctive mood (19a, b); i) hypothetical comparative clauses (19c, d), concessive clauses (19e), and clauses after optative expressions (19f), as well as sentences with almost denoting an imaginary action (19g); j) the perfect infinitive after modal and temporal auxiliaries (20). (13) Moreover, in the first systematic, comprehensive investigation of the decline and fall of the use of BE as a perfect auxiliary in English, the recent study by Rydén and Brorström (1987; cf. Shannon 1989b) has shown what factors affected the use of HAVE versus BE with mutatives during the gradual transition from BE to HAVE between 1700 and 1900.
HAVE-Switch in the
The authors clearly demonstrate that basically the same factors listed previously by Fridén for late Middle English also effected a switch from BE to HAVE in Early Modern English and no doubt played a major role in the demise of BE as a perfect auxiliary. Although they find that there are practically no factors that are categorial in blocking the use of BE, several of them almost always entail the use of HAVE. Once again, the strongest factor favoring the use of HAVE with mutatives in the perfect turns out to be irrealis, both unreal conditions and optatives. Furthermore, they note that only strongly negative contexts favor HAVE (188-89): while not fails to show such an influence, stronger negators such as nothing, never, no one usually require HAVE. In addition to the factors already mentioned, Rydén and Brorström point out that the past perfect also promotes the use of HAVE, as do -ing constructions (cf. 21), although they unfortunately do not give any examples of the first type.
(21)a. He has been friendly lately and expressed regret at having gone away. b. Having returned to her own house, she opened the second letter.
A Cognitive Explanation of HAVE-Switch in General.
Having presented in the preceding sections evidence of further factors that caused HAVE-switch in the history of the Germanic languages, we can now ask why precisely these factors should have had this effect. The claim here is that in all these cases the switch to HAVE is semantically well motivated in terms of a cognitive account based on prototypes and the notion of mutativity. Here we can fall back on our previous account of HAVE-switch with irrealis ( §3.3): basically all the additional factors observed here likewise reduce the mutativity (= the effective achievement of the resultant state) of the clause in one way or another; the focus is not on the resultant state. Recall that with mutatives BE is the regular auxiliary for the perfect, which prototypically relates a past situation to a presently relevant state resulting from that past event. In the perfect BE focuses on the resultant state and normally carries the implication that the resultant state is presently relevant (was achieved and still obtains). However, this implication (or implicature) is defeasible, that is, it can be canceled by a specific assertion to the contrary. HAVE, as the perfect auxiliary for atelic, nonpunctual intransitive verbs that do not produce a change (states and activities), does not carry such an implication. Thus, as the auxiliary for nonresultative intransitives, HAVE may be used specifically to cancel the defeasible implication of present relevance of the resulting state and is more suitable for focusing on other parts of the situation.
Two broad sets of environments where mutativity is reduced seem to be involved here: factors relating to aspectual and modal qualities. These correspond to Hopper and Thompson's factors nonaction, atelic, nonpunctual on the one hand (aspectual), irrealis in a broad sense and negation on the other (modal). To the first category belong iterative/distributive, various adverbial modifiers, egressive, imperfective (durative). These environments defocus the resultant change itself. 20 Consequently, the focus may be on the ongoing activity itself, especially some attendant aspect of the process (as indicated by adverbs of time, manner, extent, place-esp. path) or the beginning of the dynamic situation (egressive), but not on the resultant endpoint. In fact, the situation may simply be viewed atelicly (imperfectively: nonpunctual/ durative) without an inherent goal, that is, as an activity and not an accomplishment or achievement (cf. examples 8, 9 above). Usually the catch-all terms "imperfective" or "durative" apply here. However, as noted in Shannon (1990:479) , even if the dynamic situation is viewed telicly, the focus does not have to be on the end point. For instance, Hoekstra (1984:177) says of his own Dutch example dat ik naar Groningen gewandeld heb/ben 'that I walked to Groningen': "In [the] case that zijn is selected, a suitable paraphrase would be 'that I went to Groningen on foot' [focus on reaching the endpoint of the journey, TFS], whereas the sentence with hebben is more appropriately paraphrased with 'that I was walking on my way to Groningen' [emphasis on the continuing activity, not the resultant change of position-TFS]." The -ing forms in English relate here too, for they "always indicate incomplete action; their use in nominalizations and in subordination shows that they are invariably backgrounded" (Hopper and Thompson 1980:283) . In addition, Comrie (1976:55) claims that in this case "the perfect form (have plus Past Participle) does not necessarily have perfect meaning." Furthermore, as Comrie also points out (p. 56), the past perfect is often not a true perfect. Finally, although the situation may have in fact led to a resultant state, the latter may no longer obtain; this can also be signaled by the use of HAVE, which again seems to cancel the implicature of the present relevance of the result.
The second category, modal factors, includes negation, question, superlatives, indirect discourse, as well as the various familiar forms of irrealis. I call these factors "modal" because they all relate to the reality of the purported change, that is, whether and/or to what extent it corresponds to reality. The environments with HAVE are all nonassertive and deny, or at least question, the effective achievement of the resulting state, which is the hallmark of the true perfect. Most of these factors could also be called "subjunctive" (cf. Johannisson 1945) in the sense that they represent nonassertive contexts and are often associated with the use of the subjunctive mood in languages that differentiate indicative and subjunctive. 21 The previously discussed ( §3.3) example of irrealis sensu stricto is a prime example of this type, for languages like German and French use (past) subjunctive here. Moreover, indirect discourse is often said to question or at least not guarantee the veracity of the predication (i.e., to be nonassertive), and is often associated with subjunctive. The use of subjunctive with indirect discourse, questions, negatives, 22 and superlatives (e.g., in French) is also germane. According to Byrne and Churchill (1986:342-61, esp. 347-53) , with the subjunctive mood in subordinate clauses, the event is presented as something to be accomplished, doubtful or merely possible; or the reality of the event is denied. The use of HAVE with the perfect infinitive also fits in here, for it is usually found with modals, the meaning of which is irrealis (I should/could have gone; cf. the use of subjunctive II in German here).
Thus, we find that both aspect as well as qualities with a broader scope (e.g., the whole predication) such as negation and mood can foster HAVE-switch with mutatives. Of the latter, it generally seems that the environments that most strongly call the result into question evince the strongest HAVE-effect. This is no doubt the reason why irrealis is frequently found to have a very strong effect when it is relevant and why 21 Actually, Hopper and Thompson's "irrealis" is very close to the term "subjunctive" used here: "The somewhat vague linguistic parameter known as 'realis/irrealis' is a cover term for the opposition between indicative and such non-assertive forms as subjunctive, optative, hypothetical, imaginary, conditional, etc." (1980:277) . 22 The connection between negation and questions is of course known from other phenomena such as "negative polarity items" like some and any in English.
only strong negators have a pronounced effect, whereas the effect of weaker nonassertive forms (questions, indirect discourse, weak negation) is much less noticeable. Moreover, the combination of factors (e.g., true irrealis combined with negation) seems to have a stronger, cumulative effect.
Finally, we may be able to locate here the reason why High German seems to have been less susceptible than Dutch, English, or Low German to the mutativity-reducing effects of subjunctive contexts. One possible explanation why German has showed much less tendency to use HAVE with mutatives in such environments might be seen in the clear marking and continued productive use of the subjunctive mood in High German. I have argued here that the use of HAVE in subjunctive environments can serve to underscore the nonassertive nature of the context. Because German, as opposed to Dutch, English, or Low German, still preserves a functioning subjunctive mood system, the extra coding of nonassertivity via auxiliary choice is not as well motivated as in the other languages. In German the use of the subjunctive as opposed to indicative already clearly indicates that the predication is not asserted as a real obtaining state. At any rate, nowadays most of the above-mentioned aspectual and modal factors do not play a major role in German or Dutch in determining perfect auxiliary choice. 23 That is, in the modern languages inherent lexical qualities are much more important for perfect auxiliary selection, whereas broader-scope modal factors emerge as much less decisive.
Some Parallels between HAVE-Switch in Germanic and Aspect in
Russian. In the preceding sections I have claimed that the switch from BE to HAVE with mutatives in the history of Germanic is due inter alia to aspectual considerations. In so doing I have indirectly implied that this switch may be related to the perfective/imperfective distinction in languages that have an aspectual system like modern Russian. This implication is by no means fortuitous; in fact, there are some very interesting parallels to be drawn here between Germanic and Slavic.
24 It can be shown that while the use of BE as a perfect auxiliary with mutative clauses in Germanic generally corresponds to the use of the perfective past in Russian, HAVE in Germanic often corresponds to the imperfective past in Russian. Indeed, several of the factors that we found to condition HAVE-switch in Germanic are frequently associated with past imperfective in Russian. Note that I am not claiming that specific past imperfective or perfective forms in Russian must be translated by HAVE or BE as the perfect auxiliary in Germanic or viceversa. I only claim that many of the same semantic factors seem to be at work in both language groups and that the direction of the matchup is always identical: in reference to past events, the same mutativity-reducing environments are associated both with H A V E in Germanic and imperfective aspect in Russian.
To understand this correlation, we must first consider the relation between perfect tense and perfective aspect. Although the two certainly must not be confused, there are clearly some affinities between them. As previously noted, for example, by Comrie (1976:63) , "Russian often uses the Perfective to correspond to explicitly perfect forms in languages that have such forms, although Russian has in fact no distinct perfect forms." On this affinity of perfect and perfective, Comrie (1976:62-63 ) also remarks that while "there is nothing in the definition of the perfect to preclude combination with the imperfective or progressive," still "there is a more natural relationship between perfect and perfective than between perfect and imperfective. If we look again at the meaning of the perfect and of the perfective/imperfective opposition, the reason for this frequent, but by no means obligatory, relation becomes clear: the perfect looks at a situation in terms of its consequences, and while it is possible for an incomplete situation to have consequences, it is much more likely that consequences will be consequences of a situation that has been brought to completion, i.e., of a situation that is likely to be described by means of the perfective." In a similar vein Forsyth (1970:59-60) remarks: "Since, on the whole, actions expressed in the past tense are or were 'real' in the sense that they are recorded as events which took place 24 Thanks to my colleagues Grace Fielder and Richard Channon for helpful discussions of some of these issues. Acknowledgement does not imply that either colleague would necessarily agree with everything I say here, however.
(or could have taken place) in past time, the perfective expression of such an action in an affirmative statement usually conveys the sense of actual completion of its performance and implies the consequences of new circumstances arising from it-what may approximately be called its result."
Thus, due to its inherently resultative nature, the perfective past seems to be strongly associated with prototypical transitive and mutative verbs (accomplishments and achievements), while the imperfective past shows affinity to activities and states. 25 Hence, factors that reduce the transitivity of a transitive clause or the mutativity of a mutative clause tend to lead to the use of the imperfective in Russian, just as they lead to the use of HAVE with mutatives in the history of Germanic. For example, the use of the imperfective is commonly associated with the "expression of uncompleted action, of an action in [the] course of its performance, or a state in its continuance over a specific or indefinite period of time." (Forsyth 1970:60) ; cf. 22a from Davis and Oprendek 1973:303 and 22b-e from Forsyth 1970:62, 319, 320, 328. 26 As in Germanic, we are often dealing with an activity, not an accomplishment (b-e); the focus may be on some attendant circumstance of the process, such as duration (22b, d), manner (22c, e), or path (22d). (22) Furthermore, the correlation between iterative and the imperfective in Russian has often been pointed out (cf. Forsyth 1970:163-71; Davis and Oprendek 1973:55-56, 303; Brecht 1985:19-20) . This is of course another of the factors that were found to condition HAVE-switch in Germanic; cf. the following examples from Davis and Oprendek (1973:303) and Forsyth (1970:323) Moreover, in contrast to the perfective, the imperfective can imply that a given result no longer obtains, just as HAVE can in the Germanic examples seen earlier.
27 Forsyth (1970:48) explains: "Because of the inherent resultative meaning of the perfective past, the imperfective can thus by implication express the fact that the action named was in fact performed, but that its consequences have since been annulled and the action as it were reversed." Such reversible events are often called "twoway actions" in the literature. Davis and Oprendek (1973:54) give the following example for this type: "If a mother heard her child walking around the room at night but, opening the door, found him in bed [i.e., the result no longer obtains-TFS], she would ask 'Why did you get up?' [imperfective form-TFS]", as in 24a. On the other hand, if the child were still up (i.e., the result still obtains) she would use the perfective form in (24b). A pair of similar examples that I vividly recall from my own experience with aspect in advanced Russian grammar class is given in 25. Whereas the perfective form in 25b indicates that the window is still open, the imperfective form in 25a implies that it is now closed again and the speaker must somehow have inferred that it was open (e.g., by noting that the wind had blown papers off the desk). Similarly, while the perfective in 26b implies that the visitor is still there, the imperfective in 26a implies that he is gone. The same also is true of Forsyth's (1970:326) Moreover, just as we noted earlier for HAVE-switch in Germanic, Forsyth (1970:103) also observes in Russian "a certain tendency to switch to the imperfective in negative statements in the past tense." Although both aspectual forms are found here, a question with a perfective verb is often answered negatively with an imperfective verb; cf. 28a. Furthermore, as in Germanic, strong negators seem to have the most pronounced effect here. Forsyth remarks (1970:107; cf. Davis and Oprendek 1973:56) that "the imperfective is normally used in statements to the effect that the action denoted has never taken place at any time"; cf. 28b-d from Forsyth 1970:107, 341, and Davis and Oprendek 1973:304 Grace Fielder (p.c.) observes with regard to negation in examples like 28d: "The non-event represented by the imperfective is less real than the one represented by the perfective in that it is less specific, less identifiable. It's almost as if the imperfective is exemplary, i.e., a general type of event (arrival) of the set of possible events (arrivals)." Furthermore, in certain contexts denying or expressing doubt about whether the result was achieved, the imperfective is used in Russian, just as these contexts condition HAVE-switch in Germanic. Davis and Oprendek state: "The imperfective of these [i.e., two-way-TFS] verbs may express doubt as to whether the result was achieved or, if it is known to have been achieved, whether it was annulled. If there is no doubt about the achievement of a result, the perfective is normally used" (1973:55; cf. p. 53, and Forsyth 1970:82-83) . Consider the following pair of questions from Davis and Oprendek 1973:56: in 29a with the perfective, the speaker knows the television is on and is simply inquiring who turned it on, whereas in 29b with the imperfective, the speaker wants to know if the television is in fact on. The result is in doubt; the speaker does not know whether or not the television is on. Finally, just as with H A V E-switch in Germanic, certain modal contexts sometimes foster the use of the imperfective in Russian. As Forsyth observes concerning verbs of motion (1970:331) , "where these verbs are used in a mood other than the indicative a marked peculiarity appears. . . . This is the tendency to use the idti-type imperfective where the perfective (pojti) might be expected." He goes on to state (p. 337): "It is in modal constructions with the infinitive and conditional-subjunctive that the 'overuse' of determinate imperfectives at the expense of perfectives appears to be most marked . . . in affirmative sentences, the most significant infinitive constructions from the aspectual point of view are those expressing volition, aim and ability. . . . In such constructions the infinitives of determinate imperfectives occur quite frequently on a par with perfectives"; cf. 30a-b from Forsyth 1970:337-38 . Moreover, he goes on to note (p. 339) that "in conditional-subjunctive constructions expressing volition, in which normally the perfective verb is used . . . the determinate imperfectives frequently occur"; cf. 30c-d. 'He said to tell you to come to our place when it begins to get dark.' d. Nu, kak uroki kon™atsa, ska¢ite ej, ™toby domoj srazu exala i .
'Well, when classes finish tell her to come straight home.'
Thus, as we have just seen, one can note a great number of remarkable parallels between perfect auxiliary selection in Germanic and aspect choice in Russian. In general, most of the factors that condition HAVE-switch in Germanic can also be shown to foster the use of the imperfective instead of the perfective in Russian. I have tied this correlation to the notion of mutativity/transitivity and the inherently resultative nature of both perfect and (past) perfective. Just as HAVE defocuses the result in the Germanic perfect, the imperfective defocuses it in the Russian past, 28 and thus both can be found in contexts that reduce the mutativity of the clause. Moreover, none of these factors seem obligatorily associated with the use of imperfective or HAVE. However, although the observed similarities are indeed great, there are a number of differences as well. For instance, not all the factors found to condition HAVE-switch in Germanic correlate with the use of the imperfective in Russian. There does not appear to be any tendency to imperfective in irrealis contexts sensu stricto, e.g., unreal conditions, wishes, etc. (Grace Fielder, p.c.) . My sources also do not mention indirect discourse as having any such effect on aspectual choice in Russian. Finally, one major difference between the two cases seems to lie in the markedness relations. In Germanic HAVE is for mutatives the marked term of the relational pair that specifically cancels the implication of result that the perfect with BE normally carries. In Russian the imperfective is the unmarked member (cf. Forsyth 1970) and simply does not have the positive implication of complete event (and hence in the past usually result) that the marked perfective has.
6. Conclusion. In previous work (Shannon 1987 (Shannon , 1989a (Shannon , 1990 (Shannon , 1993 , I have argued that in languages which use both HAVE and BE as perfect auxiliary, selection of the appropriate auxiliary is based on the transitive (HAVE) and mutative (BE) prototypes, subject to transitivity parameters. The present paper has continued this line of research by dealing with what I call "HAVE-switch": in the history of Dutch, Low German, Scandinavian, and English, numerous modal and aspectual factors which often shift the perfect auxiliary with mutatives from the customary BE to HAVE. This unexpected behavior is accounted for by a cognitive approach to perfect auxiliary selection in terms of the transitive and mutative prototypes: all these factors reduce the mutativity of the clause, that is, the effective attainment of a change in the subject. Because the perfect is by nature resultative (a common meaning is 'perfect of result'), it inherently focuses on the resultant state. Therefore, factors that can defocus the resultant state may be seen as motivating a switch to HAVE, the perfect auxiliary for nonmutative intransitives: HAVE seems to cancel the normal implication of BE that the resultant state was achieved and still obtains. Finally, several direct parallels between HAVE-switch in Germanic and aspect in Russian have been pointed out and motivated in terms of our cognitive approach. Essentially the same mutativityreducing factors that correlate with HAVE-switch in Germanic are also often associated with the use of the imperfective as opposed to the perfective aspect in the Russian past. Because the past perfective in Russian often corresponds to the perfect in other languages, and the perfective most naturally associates with telic predicates (accomplishments and achievements), it stands to reason that environments that reduce the mutativity (or transitivity) of the clause can promote the use of the imperfective instead of the perfective aspect. Thus one is able to tie these phenomena together in a neat, well-motivated fashion in terms of the cognitive approach to perfect auxiliary choice advocated in this paper. The arguments offered here provide further reason to prefer a cognitive account of perfect auxiliary selection over other, formal approaches in terms of unaccusativity. To my knowledge the latter types of analyses have not yet addressed the factors regarding perfect auxiliary selection considered here, let alone succeeded in accounting for these facts in as perspicuous a fashion as the semantically based cognitive approach advocated in the present study.
